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The legs are powerful tools that a grappler in any combat sport can and should use to their
advantage.The purpose of The Triangle Hold Encyclopedia is to explore and analyze what
makes a successful leg-based triangle hold, along with the numerous applications and
variations that make triangle holds the most effective submission techniques in any fighting
sport. The Triangle Hold Encyclopedia presents a comprehensive analysis of triangle
submission holds and the numerous applications, variations, set ups, and positions from which
they are applied. Included throughout are technical tips, and discussions of how to
systematically teach and study triangle holds so they become an effective part of your fighting
and grappling arsenal.Contents includeTriangle holds starting from the bottom guard
positionTriangle holds starting from in front of an opponentTriangle holds starting from a top or
back ride positionTriangle holds starting from a holding or pinning positionPrevention, defense,
and escapes for triangle holdsA central characteristic of this book is that the skills presented can
be used in a variety of fighting and grappling sports.As important as the power of the legs may
be, knowing how to use that power is even more important — and that’s what this book is about.
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CHOKESTRANGLING IS THE GREAT EQUALIZERTRIANGLE CHOKES: AN EXPLANATION
OF SANKAKU JIMETRIANGLE CHOKES: A VARIETY OF APPLICATIONSTrapping the
Opponent’s Head/Neck, Shoulder, and Arm in the TriangleTrapping Opponent’s Head/Neck,
Shoulder, and ArmTrapping Opponent’s HeadTrapping Opponent’s Head/Neck, Shoulder, and
ArmTrapping Opponent’s HeadTHE LEG SCISSORS AND ITS DESCENDENT: THE
TRIANGLEUsing a Scissors Against an Opponent’s BodyUsing the Scissors Against an
Opponent’s Head or NeckBODY TRIANGLESBody Triangle: Make the Opponent
SurrenderBody Triangle: Control the OpponentTriangle to Control Opponent’s LegsAN
ORGANIZED APPROACHTHE HISTORICAL CLASSIFICATION OF TRIANGLE CHOKES(1)
TRIANGLE CHOKES FROM THE BOTTOM GUARD POSITION(2) TRIANGLE CHOKES
FROM A BACK/SIDE RIDE OR CONTROLLING FROM THE OPPONENT’S BACK(3)
TRIANGLE CHOKES STARTING IN FRONT OF AN OPPONENT(4) TRIANGLE CHOKES
STARTED FROM A PINNING OR HOLDING POSITIONTHE ANATOMY OF A STRANGLING
TECHNIQUE AND A WORD OF CAUTIONTHE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A STRANGLE AND
A CHOKEHOW TRIANGLE CHOKES WILL BE PRESENTED IN THIS BOOKPart 2: Triangle
ChokesTRIANGLES FROM THE BOTTOM GUARD POSITIONTwo Basic Bottom Directional
Positions or Angles of AttackBasic Straight-On Position from Bottom GuardBasic Side Angle
Position from Bottom GuardThe Primary Parts of the Triangle: Anchor Leg and Tie-Up LegThe
Anchor LegThe Tie-Up LegClearing the Shoulder: Sliding the Anchor Leg Over Opponent’s
Shoulder to form the TriangleClear Shoulder: Hand or Lower-Arm PushClear Shoulder: Elbow or
Upper Arm PushClear Shoulder: Opponent Under-hooks with ArmClear Shoulder: Trap
Opponent’s Arm with Knee or LegClear Shoulder: Pop Hand OutClear Shoulder: Knee Wedge
and PushClear Shoulder: Foot on Arm or at Opponent’s ElbowClear Shoulder: Foot on
Opponent’s Chest or Upper BodyTrapping the Opponent’s Head and Forming the Triangle from
the Bottom Guard PositionAnchor Leg on Side of Opponent’s NeckAttacker Traps Opponent’s
Head with His Anchor LegAfter Trapping the Opponent’s Head, the Attacker Controls the
Opponent’s Head with His Anchor LegControl Opponent’s Arm to Cinch the Triangle in Tighter
Around the Neck, Shoulder, Arm, and HeadUsing the Hands to Cinch in the Anchor Leg and
Control the Opponent’s HeadAttacker Grabs His Anchor Leg to Use as a Handle to Break the
Defender’s Posture and Pull His Head DownUsing the Tie-Up Leg to Secure, Tighten, and form
the TriangleFeeding the Foot into the Knee: The Attacker Places His Foot inside His Knee to
Form the TriangleThe Attacker’s Foot Position Is Essential to a Tight TriangleAttacker’s Toe Is
Pointed Up with His Ankle Hooked in the Back of His KneeAttacker’s Foot Firmly Placed in the
Back of the KneeA Common Mistake: The Attacker’s Foot Is not Placed Deeply Enough Behind
His KneeTrap Opponent’s Head, Shoulder, and Arm with TriangleSome Useful Methods for how
the Attacker can use his Hands to Control the Opponent’s Head to form the TriangleUse Both
Hands to Pull Opponent’s HeadAttacker Uses One Hand to Pull Opponent’s Head and One
Hand to Pull His LegAttacker Uses Both Hands to Pull His Leg and Form the TriangleAttacker
Uses the Same-Side Hand and LegAttacker Uses One Hand to Pull Opponent’s Arm as He



Uses the Other Hand to Grab His Leg or AnkleA Necktie: The Attacker Uses His Arm to Grab
His Leg and Choke His OpponentBody Triangle: Control and Apply Pressure“Head Only”
Triangle ChokeTriangle Chokes from the Bottom Guard Position#1 Core Triangle Application
from Straight on When in Bottom Guard#2 Core Triangle Application from Side Angle When in
Bottom Guard Position#3 Use Triangle Choke When Top Grappler Posts on One Knee to Pass
Guard#4 Foot on Knee and Push to Secure Triangle from Bottom Guard#5 Double Knee Push
and Flatten Opponent#6 Knee Slide Over Shoulder to Triangle from Bottom Guard#7 Attacker
Pushes with His Feet on His Opponent’s Hips#8 Attacker Hugs Opponent’s Head to Distract
Him and Control His Head#9 The Russian Drag to the Triangle Choke (In Actual
Competition)#10 The Russian Drag to the Triangle Choke (an Analysis)#11 Top Grappler Stands
Up to Escape but Bottom Grappler Secures the Triangle Choke#12 Attacker Is Fighting an
Opponent Who Is Standing#13 Triangle Choke When Opponent Stands#14 Attacker Starts with
a Foot on His Opponent’s Upper Arm or Shoulder#15 Defender Is Standing with Bottom
Grappler Closing the Distance to Apply the Triangle Choke#16 Top Grappler Hooks Under the
Bottom Grappler’s Leg in an Attempt to Pass Guard#17 Triangle Choke Against Opponent on
Top Punching#18 Triangle Choke Counter to Can Opener#19 Upside Down Triangle Choke from
Bottom Guard#20 Head-Only Triangle Choke#21 Ankle Choke from Bottom Guard#22 Ankle
Choke with Head Pull from Bottom Guard#23 The Near-Hand Necktie#24 The Far-Hand
Necktie#25 Triangle Choke Escape from Side Hold#26 Spinning Juji Gatame Attempt and Top
Grappler Pulls Arm Out#27 Bent Armlock to Triangle Choke#28 Bottom Grappler Starts with
Triangle Choke and Switches to Juji Gatame#29 Double Arm Triangle Choke#30 Guillotine
Choke to Triangle Choke#31 Guillotine to Near Leg Triangle Choke#32 Bottom Grappler Spins
into Top Grappler to Tighten the Triangle Choke#33 Triangle Choke for Short Legs#34 Triangle
Choke for Heavyweights#35 Switch Triangle from One Side to the Other#36 Lapel-Style Triangle
Choke#37 Meathook Grip to Secure the “Head Only” Triangle Choke#38 Body Triangle with
Shoulder Choke#39 Arm Trap Body Triangle with Cross Lapel Choke#40 Ankle Choke with a
NecktiePart 3: Triangle ChokesTRIANGLE CHOKES WHEN THE ATTACKER IS IN FRONT OF
AN OPPONENTThe two Basic Approaches to Attacking an Opponent from the
FrontATTACKING AN OPPONENT FROM THE FRONT RIDE STARTING POSITIONThe
Defender Is on all Fours (in a Gi Situation)The Defender is on all Fours (in a No-Gi Situation)The
Defender Is Balled up TightThe Defender Is Lying Flat on His FrontAttacking an Opponent when
in the Neutral Front Starting PositionBoth Grapplers are in a Neutral Kneeling PositionThe
Attacker Is Standing and the Defender Is KneelingBoth the Attacker and Defender are Facing
Each other but have not Made ContactBoth the Attacker and Defender are Standing and have
Made Contact (Either a Grip, Tie-Up, or Clinch)THE COMMON FINISH POSITIONS FOR A
FRONT ATTACKYoko Sankaku Jime (Side Triangle Choke)Gyaku Sankaku Jime (Reverse
Triangle Choke)Ura Sankaku Jime (Rear Triangle Choke)Omote Sankaku Jime (Front-Facing
Triangle Choke)THE PRIMARY PARTS OF A TRIANGLE CHOKE FROM THE FRONT START
POSITIONThe First Part: Attacker Ties Up the Defender’s Upper Body and Closes the Space



Between their BodiesThe Attacker Uses His Legs to Control His Opponent’s Upper BodyThe
Attacker Uses His Hands and Arms to Control Opponent’s Upper BodyThe Second Part:
Attacker Turns the Defender onto His Back or SideThe Attacker Rolls onto His Side and Rolls
His Opponent Over onto His Side and BackThe Third Part: Attacker Traps the Defender’s Arms
and Upper Body After Turning Him onto His Side or BackDrag and Pull: The Attacker Drags the
Defender’s Far or Top Arm in with His Leg and Pulls the Defender’s Far or Top ArmAttacker Uses
His Top Foot and Leg to Hook and Control the Defender’s Top ArmAttacker Pulls Defender’s Top
Arm in TightAttacker Pulls on Defender’s WristAttacker Pulls on Defender’s SleeveAttacker Pulls
on Defender’s ElbowAttacker Applies a Bent Armlock on Defender’s Top ArmAttacker Applies a
Wrist Lock on the Defender’s Top ArmThe Attacker Traps and Controls the Defender’s Near or
Bottom Arm for ControlOne-Arm Hug TrapBoth-Arm Hug TrapHug-And-Grab Shoulder
TrapAttacker Traps Defender’s Bottom Arm with His Body as He Uses His Bottom Hand and Arm
to Control Defender’s Near LegKeylock Trap for Defender’s Bottom ArmBent Armlock Trap and
Triple TroubleJudo Keylock With Jacket Apron (Suso Gatame-Apron Hold)Judo Keylock With
Belt (Obi Gatame- Belt Hold)The Fourth Part: The Attacker Forms the Triangle and Applies
PressureAttacker’s Control of both of his Opponent’s Arms Is not Always NecessaryAttacker has
Control of Defender’s Near (Bottom) Arm but not his Far (Top) ArmAttacker Has Control of the
Defender’s Far (Top) Arm but not his Near (Bottom) ArmAttacker does not Control Either of his
Opponent’s Arms to Secure the Triangle Choke#1 Front Attack When Opponent Is on Elbows
and Knees (Wearing Judo or Jujitsu Jackets)#2 Foot Wedge Against Opponent Who Is Balled
Up in a Defensive Position#3 Front Attack on Opponent Who Is on All Fours (in a No-Gi
Situation)#4 Double Trouble Bent Armlock#5 Double Trouble Wrist Lock#6 Triangle Choke to
North-South Pin#7 Triangle Choke to Leg Control Triangle Pin#8 Snap Down to Triangle
Choke#9 Triangle Choke to Bent Armlock on Defender’s Bottom Arm#10 Foot Prop Attack on
Opponent Who Is Balled Up Tight#11 Foot Prop Attack on Opponent Who Is Lying Flat on His
Front#12 Cradle Roll to Triangle Choke#13 Barrel Roll to Triangle Choke#14 Odd Side Roll to
Triangle Choke#15 Reverse Triangle Choke Against Flat Opponent#16 Sit Back to Reverse
Triangle Choke#17 Triangle Choke as a Counter to Front Double-Leg Takedown#18 Foot Block
and Triangle Choke Counter to Double-Leg Takedown#19 Attacker Pulls Opponent Down to
Triangle Choke from Neutral Position#20 Swing Under Triangle Choke Against a Kneeling
Opponent#21 Jump and Roll Triangle Choke Against a Standing Opponent#22 Jump and Trap
Triangle Choke Against a Standing Opponent#23 Front Attack to a Triangle Pin#24 Upside-
Down Triangle Pin#25 Upside Down Reverse Triangle Choke#26 Attacker Rolls Over Defender’s
Back as Defender Sits Up#27 Head-Only Triangle from Front Attack#28 Head-Only Leg Grab
TrianglePart 4: Triangles“GET HIS BACK”RIDE TO CONTROL AN OPPONENTFUNCTIONAL
APPLICATIONS USING THE THREE PRIMARY RIDESRodeo RideSeated Rodeo
RideStanding RideBODY TRIANGLES WHEN THE ATTACKER HAS HIS OPPONENT’S
BACKBody Triangle from a Rodeo RideBody Triangle from a Seated Rodeo RideBody Scissors
from a Rodeo Ride#1 Ankle Grab Roll to Triangle Choke#2 Belly-Down Triangle from Back



Ride#3 Arm Drag Belly-Down Triangle Choke#4 Side Roll Triangle Choke from Standing Ride#5
Body Triangle to Hadaka Jime (Naked Choke)#6 Step-Over Triangle from Side Ride#7 Head
Roll Triangle Choke#8 Head Roll Triangle Choke from a Juji Gatame Attempt#9 Head Sit
Triangle Choke#10 Near Wrist Judo Keylock to Triangle Choke#11 Triangle Choke from a
Standing Ride Against a Flat Opponent#12 Fake Armlock from Standing Ride to Triangle
Choke#13 Rolling Triangle Choke#14 Step-Over Leg Choke Against Flat Opponent#15 Necktie
Leg Choke#16 Seated Rodeo Ride to Triangle Choke from the Back#17 Seated Rodeo Ride
Foot Prop to Triangle Choke#18 Seated Rodeo Ride to Leg Press Triangle ChokePart 5: Triangle
ChokesAPPLYING A TRIANGLE CHOKE AFTER CONTROLLING AN OPPONENT WITH A
HOLD OR PINThe Concept of a “Time Hold”THE PRIMARY HOLD-DOWNS OR PINS USED
TO SECURE TRIANGLE CHOKESLeg Press PositionMount or Schoolyard SitSide ControlScarf
Hold (Head and Arm Pin)North-South Control#1 Roll Back Triangle from Leg Press#2 Hip Push
Triangle from Leg Press#3 Short Arm Bent Armlock Triangle Choke from the Leg Press#4
Nutcracker Ankle Choke from the Leg Press#5 Upside Down Triangle Choke from the Leg
Press#6 Can Opener Triangle Choke from Mount#7 Double Arm Trap Triangle Choke from the
Mount#8 Knee on Arm Triangle Choke from the Mount#9 Roll Back Triangle Choke from the
Mount#10 Rolling Triangle Choke from the Mount#11 Ankle Choke from the Mount#12 Side Sit-
Up Triangle Choke#13 Side Control Step Over Triangle Choke#14 Side Control Knee Over
Chest to Triangle Choke#15 Triangle Choke from Kesa Gatame (Scarf Hold or Head and Arm
Pin)#16 Head-Only Triangle Choke and Headlock from Kesa Gatame#17 Arm Drag North-South
Hold to the Triangle Choke#18 North-South Knee on Arm to Triangle Choke#19 Keylock (or Bent
Armlock) from North-South Pin to Triangle Choke#20 Attacker Sits on Bottom Grappler’s Head
to Triangle Choke#21 Throw Controlling Position to Triangle Choke#22 Leg Choke and Neck
Crank from Leg Press PositionPart 6: Prevention, Defenses, and EscapesTRIANGLE CHOKE
PREVENTION, DEFENSES, AND ESCAPESPreventionDefenseEscapesPREVENT THE
TRIANGLE: KEY POINTSThe Defender Must Control His Opponent’s HipsHands on
HipsPosture UpAttacker wants to Control Opponent’s HeadDefender Prevents Opponent from
Controlling His Arm, Shoulder, or HeadArms Inside and Below Opponent’s LegsBelt Grip and
Hip ControlTop Grappler Uses His Elbow to Block Bottom Grappler’s Anchor LegPalm-Down
Belt Grab Is also AcceptableDefender must be Ready to Block Either LegStack and
StopDEFENSE AGAINST THE TRIANGLE: KEY POINTSDefender Stops Attacker from Using a
Leg to Control His HeadLeg ShuckSwim Through and RollHeel Peel and Break Open
DefensePre-Emptive AttackESCAPES FROM TRIANGLE: KEY POINTSDefender Stalls Action
and Creates SpaceDefender Turns or Twists to Lessen the Effect of the Choke and
EscapeDefender Stands UpPREVENTION, DEFENSE, AND ESCAPE FROM TRIANGLE
CHOKES#1 Isolate Hips, Split Bottom Grappler’s Legs Wide to Prevent Triangle Choke and Leg
Pass#2 Knee on Crotch to Prevent Triangle and Leg Pass to Prevent Triangle Choke#3 Isolate
Upper Leg, Head Shuck, and Leg Pass to Prevent Triangle Choke#4 Elbow Block to Knee on
Thigh to Prevent Triangle Choke#5 Block Attacker’s Leg and Pass Guard to Prevent Triangle



Choke#6 Stack and Pass Defense Against Triangle Choke#7 Straight Knee Lock Defense
Against Triangle Choke#8 Hug Leg and Spin-Over Escape from Triangle Choke#9 Stack and
Pass Escape from Triangle Choke#10 Twist-Over Escape from Triangle Choke#11 Leg Push
Escape from Triangle Choke#12 Break Open and Crawl Through#13 Swim Through and Roll to
Counter Pin#14 Heel Peel and Break Open Defense#15 Pre-emptive Double Leg Attack Against
Triangle ChokePart 7: EpilogueSOME FINAL TOUGHTSGLOSSARYABOUT THE
AUTHORINTRODUCTIONThe legs are powerful tools that a grappler in any combat sport can,
and should, use to his or her advantage. But as important as the power of the legs may be,
knowing how to use that power is even more important and that’s what this book is about. What
has come to be known as the triangle choke has proven to be the best use of a grappler’s legs
when it comes to strangling an opponent in any kind of fight.The purpose of this book is to
explore what makes a successful triangle choke and many of the applications and variations that
make this one of the most effective strangling techniques in any fighting sport. As with any realm
of technical study, not every application or variation of the triangle choke can be presented in
these pages. However, in this book we will present and examine many of them.This book will
emphasize the triangle chokes and other strangling techniques using the legs. Some grapplers
or jujitsu exponents include what is known as an “arm triangle” as another method of triangle
chokes. While these techniques are effective, this book will focus on the legs and lower body as
the primary tools to perform the triangle choke. Some exponents use the term arm triangles,
while others (this author included) categorize these type of chokes as “shoulder chokes” or kata
jime (shoulder choke) and in some cases even “shoulder holds” or kata gatame. Not including
the arm triangles in this book in no way diminishes these techniques or the people who classify
them as triangle chokes. It’s simply this author’s method of coaching and categorizing triangle
chokes.A central characteristic of this book is that the skills presented on these pages can be
used in a variety of fighting and grappling sports. It is the author’s firm belief that a good choke is
a good choke no matter who does it, in what context or sport it is used, or who invented it. Some
chokes presented in this book may not be suitable for certain grappling sports, but every attempt
has been made to present the skills in this book so that as many people as possible can make
use of as many chokes as possible in as many situations as possible.As a coach and author, I
hope that the concepts and skills presented here will impel you, the reader, to develop your
abilities to the best possible level. If you are successful, then I am successful.Steve Scott“If you
don’t know how you got somewhere, you don’t know where you are.”James BurkePart 1: The
Triangle ChokeHow It Got To Be What It Is TodayJames Burke’s adaptation of an old mariner’s
saying certainly applies to the subject of this chapter (as well as to the entire book). Another way
of saying it for our purposes might be that if we don’t have some factual idea of how the triangle
choke developed and evolved over the years, we won’t appreciate its capacity as a functional
weapon or its versatility as a tool that can be used in any fighting sport.A HISTORY OF THE
TRIANGLE CHOKEWhen Prof. Jigoro Kano developed Kodokan judo in 1882, he set the stage
for the growth, evolution, and expansion not only of his brilliant invention, Kodokan judo, but for



what has come to be known as martial arts in general. It was the exponents of Prof. Kano’s judo
(as well as Prof. Kano himself) who developed the concepts of combat sports that would expand
to a variety of offshoots throughout the world.It was because of this technical experimentation,
innovation, development, and growth that the concept of controlling an opponent with the legs,
and then using the legs as a weapon to strangle an opponent, came into being.In the years
before Prof. Kano founded his judo, what we now know as triangle chokes were not used to any
degree at all. The feudal jujutsu of Japan was designed for fighting and usually fighting an armed
opponent on a battlefield. There is little, if any, historical mention of strangling an opponent with
the legs in any of the ancient or feudal documents chronicling the various jujutsu ryu (schools).
Grappling with an enemy combatant and exposing the legs or lower extremities to a knife or
sword wasn’t a wise thing to do for the bujin (warriors) of that time.So, it wasn’t until the
“sporting” concept of grappling was introduced to the Japanese culture through judo that such
techniques as sankaku (or sangaku) jime (triangle strangles) were developed and used. The
Kosen judo exponents of the early 1900s who specialized in the groundfighting aspect of judo
contributed a great deal to the early development of triangle and leg chokes. This led to a
greater appreciation of triangle chokes among the top Kodokan judo fighters who spread the
word outside of Japan to an international audience.Historically, the roots of what came to be
known as katame waza (holding or grappling techniques) or newaza (groundfighting techniques
starting from a supine position—what is now commonly called the guard) originate from a school
that was a rival to Kodokan in its early years around the turn of the twentieth century. The
exponents of Fusen-ryu jujutsu proved superior to the Kodokan fighters in an early dual
tournament (in 1900) and it didn’t take long for Jigoro Kano to bring in Mataemon Tanabe, the
headmaster of the Fusen school, to teach his students at the Kodokan Judo Institute.
Additionally, Prof. Kano recruited exponents of another school of jujutsu that placed emphasis
on groundfighting, the Jikishin-ryu, around the same time to instruct his Kodokan pupils. This
period, from 1900 to 1906, saw a marked improvement in the quality of groundfighting among
the Kodokan judo exponents. Notably, in 1906, Prof. Kano finalized his work on katame no kata
(form of grappling) to complement the already-existing nage no kata (form of throwing). These
two structured forms of learning technical skills formed the basis of the early teaching of judo at
the Kodokan. Several of the Kodokan’s top instructors, notably Hajime Isogai, Tsunetane Oda,
and Yaichibei Kanemitsu (among others) formed what was known as Kansai judo, a group of
Kodokan instructors who developed the groundfighting of judo to a higher level in an attempt to
be on par with the highly refined throwing techniques of Kodokan judo.This group, as well as
others, developed the Kosen judo movement that placed emphasis on newaza and was popular
among preparatory and high school students as well as university students from 1914 to 1943.It
was in the early days of Kosen judo that sangaku (or sankaku) jime (the triangle strangle or
choke) was initially developed. Historians differ somewhat as to who exactly was the originator of
sankaku jime, but it was the work of Oda, Isogai, and Kanemitsu that laid the technical
foundation that saw the development of the triangle choke.When Mitsuo Maeda introduced



Kodokan judo to Brazil (and in particular to the Gracie family) in the 1920s, he set in motion the
eventual development and evolution of Brazilian jiu-jitsu and their approach to grappling. The
Brazilian exponents took a particular liking to the triangle choke and (independently of the
Kodokan and Kosen judo movements) developed their own approach to the study and teaching
of the triangle choke as a distinct and functional tool in grappling and fighting, especially when
applied from the bottom newaza (guard) grappling position.As mentioned before, the concept of
“newaza” was (and continues to be) a major aspect of not only Kosen judo but also the general
approach to grappling on the mat or ground used in Kodokan judo and Brazilian jiu-jitsu. And this
approach to fighting off of the buttocks or back led to the early development of sankaku jime (as
well as a variety of other skills) in a highly complex and functionally effective way. As previously
mentioned, the early (and current) proponents of Brazilian jiu-jitsu focused on this grappling
position and have done much for the further technical development of the triangle choke as an
effective weapon.STRANGLING IS THE GREAT EQUALIZERStrangles and chokes are the
“great equalizer” in any form of fighting, whether in a self-defense situation, law enforcement or
military applications, or in any of the fighting sports. Smaller or physically weaker fighters can
(and do) defeat larger, stronger opponents with chokes and strangles. Depriving an opponent or
assailant of the ability to breathe will make even the strongest men surrender (or pass out). If
someone has forced his opponent to submit or surrender from a strangle, the fight is over and
everyone knows who the winner is, since forcing an opponent to choke, sputter, gag, or go
unconscious leaves no doubt who won the fight. It’s rarely a fluke when one fighter forces his
opponent to give up from a choke. Maybe someone can score a “lucky punch” or a “fluke throw,”
but it’s very rare to score a lucky or fluke choke on an opponent. Often, a strangling technique is
the result of one grappler or fighter controlling the position of his opponent and methodically
working to make the strangle effective. In many cases, a physically smaller or weaker fighter may
be able to choke his larger and stronger opponent, forcing the larger fighter to submit or go
unconscious.Chokes and strangles are probably the subtlest of all fighting or grappling skills. It’s
okay to be sneaky when doing chokes or strangles. In fact, it’s an asset. A good strangler knows
how to use his hands, arms, feet, legs, or any part of his body to manipulate and control an
opponent. A good strangler seems almost relaxed or “loose” but is always gripping, grabbing,
holding, or controlling some part of his opponent’s body so that he can ultimately strangle him
into submission. A good strangler has a “feel” as to how to use his hands, arms, feet, legs, and
other body parts independently of each other, but working together to get the job done.The
“shime waza” (strangling techniques), initially conceived and developed in Japanese fighting
arts such as jujutsu and Kodokan judo, gave sport grappling a whole new dimension. In
Japanese fighting and grappling in the early twentieth century, the theory of shime waza was an
integral concept in fighting or grappling on the ground. What may have been considered “dirty
wrestling” in Western forms of grappling or wrestling in the late 1800s and into the early 1900s
was considered just another way of gaining an advantage over an opponent to the
Japanese.TRIANGLE CHOKES: AN EXPLANATION OF SANKAKU JIMEThe method we



recognize as sankaku jime or the triangle choke was (as mentioned previously) initially
conceived and developed by the Japanese. To begin to understand this form of strangling an
opponent, let’s look at the translation from the original Japanese. The word “san” means “three.”
The word “kaku” means “corner” or “angle.” Thus, “san-kaku” is translated to “three cornered” or
“triangle.” The word “jime” is an adaptation of the word “shime.” The “sh” is hardened to “j” when
used as a suffix in the Japanese language. The word “shime” means “to tighten,” “to squeeze,”
“to constrict,” or “to shut or close.” In common usage, “shime” translates to “strangle by
squeezing or tightening.” We could call this choke the “three-cornered squeeze” but that is too
cumbersome and doesn’t do this great weapon justice. Simply calling it the triangle choke
seems to make the most sense.A triangle choke takes place anytime the legs of the attacker are
wrapped around his opponent at the neck area in a triangle or figure four (that has been formed
by the attacker’s legs and feet) and the attacker applies pressure to the neck, strangling his
opponent. What is often called a triangle choke is a leg choke with the attacker forming a triangle
with his legs and using the power of his legs to strangle or choke his opponent. Strangling an
opponent with the strength of the legs produces some of the most powerful submission
techniques ever invented or used in sport combat.This entire book is devoted to the basic
concept of a fighter or grappler wrapping his legs and feet tightly around his opponent’s neck,
head, and arm and strangling him with the strength of the attacker’s legs.TRIANGLE CHOKES:
A VARIETY OF APPLICATIONSThis book presents a comprehensive analysis of triangle chokes
and the many applications, variations, set ups, and positions from which they are applied.
Additionally, defenses and escapes are examined, and there will be discussion of how to
systematically teach and study triangle chokes so they become an effective part of every fighter
or grappler’s arsenal.TRAPPING THE OPPONENT’S HEAD/NECK, SHOULDER, AND ARM IN
THE TRIANGLEPresented here are some examples of how the attacker uses the triangle he has
formed with his feet and legs to either trap the opponent’s head/neck, shoulder, and arm to
create the strangling action or to trap only the opponent’s head to create the strangling action.
Both are valid triangle chokes, but the “head only” triangle choke is not allowed in some forms of
sport combat, so make sure of the rules before you use it.Trapping Opponent’s Head/Neck,
Shoulder, and ArmEXAMPLE #1This photo shows an example of a basic triangle choke from the
bottom guard position. Look at how the bottom grappler has formed a triangle with his feet and
legs so that he is trapping his opponent’s head (and neck), shoulder, and arm.Trapping
Opponent’s HeadEXAMPLE #1This photo shows an example of a basic triangle choke from the
bottom guard position, but in this situation, the bottom grappler traps only his opponent’s head in
his triangle. Depending on the rules of the combat sport, this application may not be allowed, but
it’s still a strong choke and has the added benefit of being a nasty headlock as well.Trapping
Opponent’s Head/Neck, Shoulder, and ArmEXAMPLE #2This photo shows a triangle choke
from a top controlling position where the attacker traps his opponent’s head (and neck) along
with his shoulder and arm to create a strong choke.Trapping Opponent’s HeadEXAMPLE #2This
photo shows a position that is almost exactly the same as the previous photo, but the attacker



does not trap his opponent’s arm or shoulder and traps his head only. This is a strong choke as
well as an effective neck lock.THE LEG SCISSORS AND ITS DESCENDENT: THE
TRIANGLEWhile this book focuses on triangles, a few words on the scissors hold are included
here to provide some insight from both a technical point of view and an historical point of
view.Any fan of professional wrestling will recognize a scissors hold. This is probably the oldest
form of applying pressure to an opponent’s head, neck, or body used in any style of grappling or
wrestling. Some people (this author included) believe that the triangle hold with the legs is an
offshoot of the original scissors hold with the legs and is the historical forerunner of the triangle
hold or choke. It’s also interesting to note that in just about any style of wrestling from any culture
around the world, the scissors hold has been used for centuries.Technically, when a grappler or
wrestler wraps his legs around any part of his opponent’s body or head, hooks his ankles or
lower legs together, and then applies pressure by squeezing or constricting (or even simply
holding the opponent without applying pressure), that is a “scissors.” An adaptation of the
scissors hold is the subject of this book, the triangle. When the attacker uses his feet and legs to
form a triangle or “figure four” around any part of his opponent’s body or head and then control or
apply pressure (or simply to hold the opponent), that is a “triangle.” Generally, a triangle hold is
more effective in both applying pressure and controlling an opponent, but a scissors hold can be
effective as well, depending on the circumstances and rules or the match or fight.As with the
triangle, a scissors can be used to apply pressure to an opponent’s head or neck as well as his
body so that he submits from the pressure. A scissors hold can also be used to control an
opponent so that the attacker can apply some other type of submission or finishing hold or
technique.This brings up the subject of the concept of “shime waza” (constricting or squeezing
techniques) as developed by the early exponents of Kodokan judo. The idea behind shime waza
was for the attacker to use any part of his body or appendages (as well as any part of his
clothing such as a judogi) to apply so much pressure to an opponent that the opponent would
either submit or go unconscious. Any part of the opponent’s body was fair game, but eventually
the rules of the sport of judo limited these attacks to the neck and throat of the opponent. Such
moves as “dojime” (literally meaning, “body squeezing”) were eventually prohibited and, through
the years, the concept of shime waza was interpreted to mean “strangling techniques” or any
attack directed at an opponent’s throat.In the photos that follow, some examples of the leg
scissors are presented.Using a Scissors Against an Opponent’s BodyIn what has come to be
called the “closed guard,” the bottom grappler squeezes his legs together, constricting the top
grappler’s torso. This is another example of what the Japanese call “dojime” or body
constriction.Another example of using the legs to scissor the opponent’s torso with the intent of
constricting him so hard that the opponent submits from the pain. These are just some of the
many variations of using the legs to scissor an opponent.Using the Scissors Against an
Opponent’s Head or NeckThis photo shows a basic application of the leg scissors applied on an
opponent’s head. The attacker squeezes his legs together; to quote John Saylor: “Squeeze his
head so hard, it pops like a zit.”While the Japanese have been credited with the early



development of the triangle hold or choke, the triangle also has historical roots in the Western
style catch-as-catch-can wrestling that developed in Europe and the United States. When
professional wrestling was a legitimate sport, using the legs to squeeze an opponent into
submission was a popular way to end a match. The figure-four hold was a well-developed
wrestling move that was used to control and apply pressure to the head, neck, body, arms, legs,
and any body part that could be manipulated by an attacker’s legs. Just as the Japanese
developed the “triangle,” the exponents of Western catch wrestling (and later amateur and
freestyle wrestling) developed the figure-four hold within the confines of the rules of the wrestling
where it was used. While the Japanese included choking techniques, the catch wrestlers of
Europe and the United States used this move more as a headlock or neck pressure technique
since “strangling” an opponent was against the rules in catch wrestling (although “sleeper holds”
and other strangles were used extensively as well). Ed “Strangler” Lewis (among other
prominent professional wrestlers) used the sleeper hold and figure-four headlock with great
success in the early 1900s.While we owe a debt of gratitude to the early catch wrestlers for their
development of the figure four as a headlock, it was the Japanese Kodokan and Kosen judo
exponents and later, the Brazilian jiu-jitsu exponents, who developed and refined the strangling
technique that we now recognize as the triangle choke.As Kodokan judo spread throughout the
world during the course of the twentieth century and as Brazilian jiu-jitsu developed as an
offshoot of Kodokan judo and would go on to become a recognized sport in its own right, a new
fighting sport evolved from a number of different sources: mixed martial arts. Mixed martial arts
(MMA) developed as a unique and distinct fighting sport, gaining huge popularity in the last
decade of the twentieth century. Along with the technical innovations seen in MMA, a variety of
submission grappling and submission wrestling styles emerged as well. All of this intense and
eclectic interest in grappling and fighting sports has led to a wealth of innovative skills and
training methods. If there was ever a “purist” point of view concerning the fighting sports or
disciplines, it’s sure not the case now. Because of this, there is an emphasis on functional and
practical technical skills, and the development of the triangle choke has come from many
different sources.From the early development of sankaku jime in Kodokan and Kosen judo, to
the contributions of the Brazilian jiu-jitsu exponents, the early professional wrestlers in catch-as-
catch-can wrestling, and a diverse group of grapplers and fighters in the late twentieth and early
twenty-first centuries, the triangle choke has evolved as one of the most popular techniques in
any fighting sport.So, for the purposes of understanding how the triangle choke has evolved and
how it will continue to develop, it’s best to say that it is an offspring with many parents from many
parts of the world. This author hopes that this book will serve as a positive addition to the
technical development of the triangle choke.BODY TRIANGLESUsing a triangle hold on an
opponent’s body serves two primary purposes. The first purpose is to apply so much pressure
on an opponent’s torso or abdomen that he submits. The second purpose is to use the body
triangle to control an opponent in order to apply a submission or finishing technique (such as a
choke or other submission technique or, if in a fight or MMA match, to control the opponent in



order to inflict punches or other types of striking techniques).BODY TRIANGLE: MAKE THE
OPPONENT SURRENDERThis photo shows the attacker using a body triangle with the intent of
forcing his opponent to submit from the pressure applied to the abdomen or torso. This form of a
body triangle is known, again, as “dojime” or “body squeezing” and is one of the original
approaches to the concept of shime waza used in Kodokan judo (and Kosen judo). It was also
used in Western catch wrestling with great success as a submission technique.BODY
TRIANGLE: CONTROL THE OPPONENTThis photo shows the attacker using a body triangle
with the intent of controlling his opponent so he can apply another finishing technique (in this
case, a rear naked choke). While the primary intent for the attacker is to control his opponent, he
can still apply as much pressure as possible to force his opponent to surrender from the
pressure applied from the body triangle as well as the other finishing or submission technique he
chooses to use.This photo shows the attacker using a body triangle from the bottom guard
position to control his opponent. The bottom grappler can use this body triangle to apply
pressure, but more often, he may use the body triangle to control his opponent so he can apply
a variety of chokes or armlocks from this position.TRIANGLE TO CONTROL OPPONENT’S
LEGSThis photo shows how the top grappler can use a triangle with his legs to trap and control
both of his opponent’s legs as he pins him.A better-known application is the “half guard.” This
takes place when one grappler traps one of the opponent’s legs with either a triangle hold or a
scissors hold. In this situation, the bottom grappler is using a half-guard along with a leg triangle
to trap the top grappler’s right leg.TECHNICAL TIP: A leg triangle can be used to control just
about any part of an opponent’s body or head. The skills presented here are just some of the
applications showing the versatility of the leg triangle and how it can be used as a viable tool to
not only control an opponent, but to make him tap out.AN ORGANIZED APPROACHOne of the
functions on this book is to examine and then provide a systematic and organized approach to
teaching and learning, then to practicing and ultimately using triangle chokes in functional and
realistic ways. This book has been patterned after one of my other books published by YMAA
Publication Center, The Juji Gatame Encyclopedia. In that book, I attempted to offer a logical
methodology for the study and practice of the cross-body armlock as well as to provide specific
practical, realistic, and functionally sound applications of that particular armlock. Similarly, the
goal of this book is to offer both a wide range of functional applications and variations of the
triangle choke and to provide a logical organizational structure that will supply a sound
foundation for future learning and development.Good organization answers a lot of questions
and solves a lot of problems. It helps in providing a cohesive and systematic approach to
learning. With this in mind, this book is organized so that it presents the triangle choke from four
distinct yet common situational positions. Each of these positions is unique, and while they
sometimes tend to blend into each other (due to the fluid and changeable situations in a fight or
match), these four starting positions provide a stable foundation from which a triangle choke can
be successfully used in real-world situations.But before we start, let’s look at how triangle
chokes have been traditionally classified.THE HISTORICAL CLASSIFICATION OF TRIANGLE



CHOKESHistorically, a loose classification of triangle chokes initially developed in Kosen judo
(which was later accepted by Kodokan judo). This historical classification of the different forms
of sankaku jime (triangle choke) featured four different identifiable finishing positions:Omote
sankaku jime (front or facing opponent triangle choke).Yoko sankaku jime (side triangle
choke).Ura sankaku jime (rear triangle choke).Gyaku sankaku jime (reverse triangle choke).This
loose arrangement of the different forms and applications of the triangle choke has worked
reasonably well but doesn’t particularly account for all the variable positions from which triangle
chokes are initially started and applied. These four basic classifications are based on how a
triangle choke is ended or how it looks in its finished position. While this has provided a
framework for what the triangle choke was supposed to look like when it was finished or applied,
it didn’t offer much clarification as to how the triangle choke was started or the position from
which it was begun. The approach for classifying and explaining triangle chokes used in this
book is based on the initial starting position with the intention of providing a systematic structure.
Doing this allows for a more open-ended approach to the study and learning (as well as training)
of triangle chokes, which offers a wider variety of functional setups and applications for this
technique. So then, through this book, it’s hoped that a more functional approach to classifying
and ultimately teaching and learning triangle chokes will be adopted. For the purposes of how
triangle chokes are functionally applied, this book will identify them in the following four
categories:(1) TRIANGLE CHOKES FROM THE BOTTOM GUARD POSITIONThese are
triangles started when the attacker is in the bottom (guard) position or fighting off of the back or
buttocks.The bottom grappler will start his triangle choke from this standard bottom guard
position with both grapplers engaged on the mat as shown.An opponent who is standing and
mobile faces the bottom grappler who may (among other things) attempt a triangle choke.(2)
TRIANGLE CHOKES FROM A BACK/SIDE RIDE OR CONTROLLING FROM THE
OPPONENT’S BACKThis classification of triangles is started when the attacker is riding his
opponent and has his opponent’s back (as in a wrestler’s ride, spiral ride, rodeo ride, or rear
mount).The top grappler has her opponent’s back and will start her triangle choke from this
position.The top grappler is riding or controlling his opponent from the side and initiates his
attack from this position.The back grappler has a seated rodeo ride or rear mount and can
initiate his triangle choke attack from this position.(3) TRIANGLE CHOKES STARTING IN
FRONT OF AN OPPONENTThese are triangles started when one or both grapplers are
kneeling on one or both knees in a neutral position or when the attacker is positioned at the top
of his opponent’s head either on one knee (or both knees) or standing.This photo shows both
grapplers situated in a kneeling front neutral position; the attacker will initiate his attack from this
position.In some instances, the top grappler will be positioned in front of his opponent and at the
top of his opponent’s head as shown here. In this photo, both grapplers are kneeling on the
mat.In this photo, the top grappler is standing and his opponent is on all fours or on his knees on
the mat. When the attacker attempts a jumping triangle choke, both grapplers may be in a
standing position facing each other.(4) TRIANGLE CHOKES STARTED FROM A PINNING OR



HOLDING POSITIONThese are triangles started when the attacker starts from a pinning
position such as side control, front mount, leg press, scarf hold, or north-south pinning position.
This is a broad range of starting positions with the common feature being that the attacker is
controlling his opponent with the opponent primarily on his back or back/side.The attacker is
controlling his opponent directly from the side and can initiate his triangle attack from this side-
control position.The attacker is controlling the bottom grappler with a mount as shown here and
can start his triangle choke from this controlling position.The attacker is controlling the bottom
grappler from the side with a kesa gatame (scarf hold). From this position, the attacker can start
his triangle choke.The attacker is controlling his opponent with a north-south pin (kami shiho
gatame or upper four-corner hold) and can initiate his triangle attack from this position.The
attacker is controlling his opponent with a leg press and can work to secure a juji gatame (cross-
body armlock) or start a triangle choke from this position.THE ANATOMY OF A STRANGLING
TECHNIQUE AND A WORD OF CAUTIONThe action of strangling may often (but not always)
cause pain, especially when using the legs, and could have lethal consequences if applied long
enough. That’s why they used to hang bad guys in the Old West: it hurt and it was effective.
Aside from that obvious point, cutting off the blood supply to the brain deprives the brain of
oxygen and causes unconsciousness. The fact is, when you strangle or choke someone you are
depriving him of his breath, and no matter how tough a guy is he still has to breathe. Apart from
the physical effects, depriving someone of his ability to breathe has a big psychological impact
on him.You usually want to focus your choke on, or directly below, the Adam’s Apple (thyroid
cartilage). The thyroid cartilage is located right under the hyoid bone, a small bone that supports
the thyroid cartilage and has many functions in swallowing. The trachea (windpipe) is located
below the thyroid cartilage and is a flexible tube made up of cartilage. All these things are tough
but not really made for having somebody else squeeze them with great intensity! The sides of
the neck contain the carotid arteries, which are large arteries and the brain’s major source of
blood. When they are constricted, most of the blood going to the brain doesn’t get there
anymore. Deprived of oxygen for even four or five seconds, the brain starts to shut down and
unconsciousness occurs. If the brain is deprived of oxygen for four to six minutes, clinical death
can occur. Whether you make an opponent pass out from constricting his carotid arteries or
constricting his windpipe and connected organs, you still deprive him of oxygen.Using strangles
and chokes is serious business and is not for the immature. The author has coached for many
years specializing in submission techniques and sincerely believes strangles and chokes are
more dangerous than armlocks. A broken arm or leg can mend, but the effects of the brain cells
lost from being choked cold always stay with you. The lack of oxygen to the brain kills brain cells
and these brain cells don’t grow back. Lose enough of them and neurological damage can take
place.It’s better to tap out than pass out, especially in training. Don’t be macho and risk serious
injury and possible problems later in life. By the same token, if you’re strangling an opponent or
training partner and he taps out, he means it. Release the pressure and stop choking him for his
safety. An old saying goes, “When in doubt, tap out.” You’re not any less brave, less tough, or



less of anything. You’re using your survival instinct to let your opponent know it’s time to stop
choking you. Don’t risk your health or be a risk to the health of others. Practice safe and practice
smart. It’s better to tap out than pass out.THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A STRANGLE AND A
CHOKEIt’s common to interchange the words “strangle” and “choke,” and this book is no
different. Specifically, “strangle” describes all the techniques we associate with any technique or
move that attacks the neck or throat. “Choke” is more specific and refers to an action that
obstructs or blocks the windpipe. Often, we refer to any strangle aimed against the side of the
neck and the carotid arteries as just that, a strangle. Any strangle that closes, blocks, or
obstructs the front of the neck at the throat is often referred to as a choke. A choke makes an
opponent gag and sputter and is often more painful than when you cut off the blood supply to his
brain pressing against his carotid arteries. But we all use the words “choke” and “strangle” to
mean either action, so it really doesn’t matter if you call it a “strangle” or a “choke”; we all know
what is meant.HOW TRIANGLE CHOKES WILL BE PRESENTED IN THIS BOOKThis book will
present triangle chokes from the four basic starting positions shown earlier in this chapter. They
are (1) triangle chokes starting from the bottom guard position. (2) Triangle chokes starting from
in front of an opponent. (3) Triangle chokes starting from a rodeo ride or behind an opponent. (4)
Triangle chokes starting from a pinning or holding position. Additionally, a chapter on the
prevention, defense, and escapes for triangle chokes will be presented. Each chapter will start
with an examination of the basic skills that are contained in that particular chapter and then go
on to a presentation of the many functional and practical applications of triangle
chokes.Hopefully, in this way, the most thorough examination, analysis, and presentation of the
core skills and many different applications of the triangle choke can be offered in the pages of
this book.While it may not be the case that every triangle choke ever devised appears in this
book, a lot of them are presented here with the intention of spurring in-depth analysis, study, and
innovation on the part of every reader. With this in mind, let’s start.“Wrap him up like he’s a
birthday present.”Rene PommerellePart 2: Triangle ChokesFrom the Bottom Guard
PositionTRIANGLES FROM THE BOTTOM GUARD POSITIONThe oldest and most basic way
of performing a triangle choke is when the attacker is on the bottom fighting from his buttocks,
back, or backside. As a result, this position produces a large number of opportunities (and as a
result a large number of applications) for a triangle choke.Historically, and as mentioned earlier,
fighting from the bottom in what is now commonly called the guard position has been known in
Japanese judo (both Kodokan judo and its offshoot Kosen judo) as newaza (grappling
techniques from a supine or reclining position). Japanese judo athletes, especially those who
followed the Kosen form of judo where the emphasis was (and continues to be) on
groundfighting, favored strangling techniques, and triangle chokes from the bottom were
developed to a high standard. Likewise, Brazilian jiu-jitsu exponents have traditionally favored
fighting from the newaza or guard position and have developed highly refined triangle chokes
from this position. The triangle chokes applied from the bottom guard position have proved to be
a mainstay in many modern forms of sport combat including MMA (mixed martial arts).From a



coaching perspective, initially presenting the fundamental skills of the triangle choke from the
bottom guard position seems to be the most effective way to develop the technical skills
necessary for effective triangle chokes from any starting position. This is what I do as a coach,
and it has been my experience that athletes who initially learn triangle chokes from the bottom
guard position gain a better fundamental understanding of what the triangle choke is about and
ultimately progress in skill acquisition more quickly and develop a more disciplined approach to
applying triangles from any position. Literally, the best way to learn triangle chokes is from the
ground up.The next few pages of this section analyze what makes the triangle choke from the
bottom guard position work. After this, a variety of functional applications and variations are
presented using triangles to control, trap, and choke an opponent. Not every variation of the
triangle choke from the bottom guard position may be presented, but a good number are. Don’t
be afraid to take what you see on these pages and experiment, innovate, and create new
applications and variations of the triangle choke.TWO BASIC BOTTOM DIRECTIONAL
POSITIONS OR ANGLES OF ATTACKThere are basically two directional applications for
triangle chokes from the bottom guard. While there are any number of variations, the two most
common come from when the attacker (the bottom grappler) is lying in a straight line directly
under his opponent or when the attacker on bottom is lying sideways at an angle under his
opponent. Both directional applications are effective, and it’s pretty much a matter of preference
and opportunity that dictate which is used. However, athletes who have long legs as well as
exceptional flexibility tend to favor the straight-on direction when applying a triangle choke, but
this isn’t a hard-and-fast rule. The photos that follow show these two basic directions.Basic
Straight-On Position from Bottom GuardThe attacker on bottom lies directly in front of his
opponent as shown in this photo. This is often considered the standard application of the
triangle choke from the bottom guard. A good advantage of this straight-on position is that it
allows the attacker on bottom to control his opponent very well with his legs as shown in this
photo. The bottom grappler also has the option of spinning and turning to a side angle under his
opponent if this initial application doesn’t work.Basic Side Angle Position from Bottom GuardThe
attacker on bottom lies at an angle and sideways to his opponent (the two bodies forming
somewhat of an “L” shape) as shown in this photo. The advantage of this side angle position is
that it allows the bottom grappler to “have longer legs.” In other words, the side angle of the
bottom grappler’s body in relation to the top grappler’s position closes the distance between the
two grapplers and allows the bottom man to extend his legs further, trapping and forming a
triangle easier. This side angle also allows the bottom grappler a good opportunity to roll his
opponent over onto his side to complete the strangle or apply an armlock.THE PRIMARY
PARTS OF THE TRIANGLE: ANCHOR LEG AND TIE-UP LEGEach leg has a specific function
when forming a triangle. Fundamentally, the triangle with the legs is formed with (1) an “anchor”
leg and (2) a “tie up” leg. The anchor leg is the leg that the attacker slides over his opponent’s
shoulder and initially uses to trap the defender’s head. The tie-up leg is used to form the triangle
by hooking onto the anchor leg.Think of it this way: both legs trap an opponent’s head, shoulder,



and arm, and the leg that the attacker initially slides over his opponent’s shoulder to wrap around
his neck is the anchor keeping the opponent’s head in place. The other leg is the leg that is used
to tie up, secure, and form the triangle, trapping the opponent’s head, shoulder, and arm to
create the strangling action.The Anchor LegThe bottom grappler uses his right leg to slide over
his opponent’s left shoulder and place it on the left side of his neck. This “anchor” is important,
as it is the leg that creates the initial trap that controls the top grappler’s head, keeping it in place
so that the other leg can be used to form and secure the triangle.The Tie-Up LegThe bottom
grappler’s left leg is the tie-up leg and is placed over his right (anchor) leg and ankle to form the
triangle and secure it so it is tight and effective. This action ties the two legs together to more
firmly secure the triangle. (More on how to form the triangle a bit later.)CLEARING THE
SHOULDER: SLIDING THE ANCHOR LEG OVER OPPONENT’S SHOULDER TO FORM THE
TRIANGLEIt’s essential for the bottom grappler to quickly slide his anchor leg over his
opponent’s shoulder to control the top grappler’s head and start to form the triangle with the legs.
Sometimes, doing this is a problem, but it’s a problem that can be solved with some practice on
the mat.Presented here are some primary methods that the bottom grappler can use to slide his
leg over his opponent’s shoulder (what I call “clearing the shoulder”) and start to form the
triangle. Certainly not all the methods of sliding the anchor leg over an opponent’s shoulder are
presented, but the methods shown all have a good ratio of success. The best thing to do is to
experiment during practice to develop a variety of methods to slide the anchor leg over an
opponent’s shoulder and find the ways that work best for you.Clear Shoulder: Hand or Lower-
Arm PushProbably the most fundamental and commonly used way to clear an opponent’s
shoulder is for the bottom grappler to (as in this photo) use his right hand to grab the top
grappler’s left hand or forearm.The bottom grappler uses his right hand and arm to shove the top
grappler’s left hand and arm in and close to the defender’s body as shown in this photo. As he
does this, the bottom grappler quickly slides his right foot and leg up and over the top grappler’s
left arm and shoulder.TECHNICAL TIP: When the attacker clears his opponent’s shoulder with
his leg, he should slam and hold his leg forcefully against his opponent’s neck to ensure a strong
start when forming the triangle.Clear Shoulder: Elbow or Upper Arm PushAnother common
method of clearing the shoulder is for the bottom grappler to use his right hand to grab the top
grappler’s left elbow or upper arm as shown in this photo.The bottom grappler uses his left hand
and arm to shove his opponent’s left elbow and arm in close to the top grappler’s chest. As he
does this, the bottom grappler quickly slides his right foot and leg up and over the top man’s left
arm and shoulder.Clear Shoulder: Opponent Under-hooks with ArmIn many cases, the top
grappler will use his left hand and arm (as in this photo) to hook under the bottom grappler’s
right leg in an attempt to pass his guard.This can create the opportunity for the bottom grappler
to quickly slide his right foot and leg up and over the top grappler’s left arm and shoulder to clear
the shoulder and set up the triangle.Clear Shoulder: Trap Opponent’s Arm with Knee or LegThe
bottom grappler rolls to his left hip and uses his bent right knee to jam into the top grappler’s left
arm and trapping it (or at least controlling it) momentarily.As he does this, the bottom grappler



quickly slides his right foot and leg up and over the top grappler’s left arm and shoulder as
shown in this photo.Clear Shoulder: Pop Hand OutSometimes, the bottom grappler may use his
right hand (as in this photo) to grab the top grappler’s left wrist or arm and pull it out and away in
a quick motion. In this photo, the bottom man has his right foot placed on the left hip of his
opponent and will use it to clear the top man’s left shoulder.The bottom grappler continues to
use his right hand to pull the top grappler’s left hand out and away from his body. Doing this
gives the bottom grappler room to slide his right foot and leg up and over the top grappler’s
shoulder.This photo shows how the bottom grappler slides his right foot and leg over his
opponent’s left arm and shoulder to start to form the triangle.Clear Shoulder: Knee Wedge and
PushThe bottom grappler uses his left knee and shin to jam on the inside of the top grappler’s
right shoulder and chest area. Doing this creates some space between the two bodies and gives
the bottom grappler room to work. As he does this, the bottom grappler uses his left hand to grab
his opponent’s right elbow as shown.The bottom grappler quickly uses his left hand to shove the
top grappler’s right arm back as shown. Doing this gives the bottom grappler some room to
move his left foot and leg up and over the top man’s right arm and shoulder.The bottom grappler
moves his left leg up and clears his opponent’s right arm and shoulder.Clear Shoulder: Foot on
Arm or at Opponent’s ElbowWho says the bottom grappler has to start out with his feet placed
on the top grappler’s hips or legs? Fighting off of the bottom in the guard position and placing
the feet on an opponent’s upper body or upper body limbs is an effective way of controlling him.
In this photo, the bottom grappler places his right foot on his opponent’s left biceps area as the
bottom grappler uses his left hand to grab and control the top man’s left wrist.The bottom
grappler quickly slides his right foot and leg over the top grappler’s left shoulder to start forming
the triangle.Clear Shoulder: Foot on Opponent’s Chest or Upper BodyThe bottom grappler is
fighting his opponent from the bottom guard and uses his right foot to push on the top grappler’s
left chest or shoulder area.The bottom grappler may be able to slide his right foot and leg up and
over the top grappler’s left chest or shoulder area to clear it.TECHNICAL TIP: There are other
methods of clearing the shoulder, but you get the idea. Experiment with this aspect of setting up
the triangle in your workouts, but above all make sure to clear the opponent’s shoulder as the
first step in forming an effective triangle.After establishing a position to work from, the attacker’s
first major step in the actual movement of trapping his opponent with the triangle is clearing his
opponent’s upper arm and shoulder and positioning his anchor leg onto the opponent’s shoulder
at the neck area. Once this has been done, it’s now time to actually form the triangle with the
legs and tighten the position so that the choke or strangle is applied in a swift and controlled
manner.TRAPPING THE OPPONENT’S HEAD AND FORMING THE TRIANGLE FROM THE
BOTTOM GUARD POSITIONAfter clearing his opponent’s shoulder with his anchor leg, the
attacker’s (the bottom grappler’s) immediate goal is to trap and isolate his opponent’s head,
shoulder, and arm and (as a result) control as much of the opponent’s upper body as possible
so the attacker can form a triangle with his legs and squeeze them together to secure the
strangle. The bottom grappler (the attacker) must break the top grappler’s posture and bend him



forward so the bottom grappler can form a tight triangle. To do this, the attacker must control his
opponent’s head and pull the opponent close so that the bottom grappler can use his legs to
greater effect. It’s also important for the attacker to be as precise as he can with his leg
placement and positioning to get the quickest and most effective strangle possible with the
triangle.Let’s continue to examine the anchor leg’s job before looking at how the tie-up leg
comes into play to secure the triangle.Anchor Leg on Side of Opponent’s NeckThis photo shows
the bottom grappler’s right inner thigh placed directly and securely on the left side of the top
grappler’s neck where his carotid artery is. The carotid arteries run on each side of the neck, and
jamming the inner thigh securely against it starts the strangling process. Much like a snake
wraps around its victim, continually squeezing to cut the blood off from the brain, the attacker’s
leg traps his opponent’s neck to start the squeezing process of the strangle.TECHNICAL TIP:
The bottom grappler drives his hips in as close as possible to the top grappler’s upper body as
shown in this photo.Attacker Traps Opponent’s Head with His Anchor LegThe bottom grappler
positions his right leg (the leg that slid over the top grappler’s left shoulder) and bends his leg so
that the top grappler’s head is trapped between the upper leg and the lower leg as shown in this
photo.TECHNICAL TIP: The attacker’s right ankle and foot are positioned lower than his knee so
that the attacker (the bottom grappler) has more control of the top grappler’s head. Think of it
this way: the defender’s head is a nut and the attacker’s anchor leg (right leg in these photos) is
the nutcracker trapping and tightening the nut wedged in it.After Trapping the Opponent’s Head,
the Attacker Controls the Opponent’s Head with His Anchor LegThe bottom grappler uses his
right leg to trap the top grappler’s head. As he does this, the bottom grappler uses the strength
of his leg to pull the top grappler’s head forward and down so that the bottom grappler can more
easily use his left leg to form the triangle. This position may not be held for very long, but the
effect of it results in the bottom grappler (the attacker) trapping and controlling the top grappler’s
head long enough to quickly use the other leg as the tie-up leg to form the triangle.Control
Opponent’s Arm to Cinch the Triangle in Tighter Around the Neck, Shoulder, Arm, and HeadAs
the attacker gains control over his opponent’s head, he can also use one or both hands to pull or
manipulate his opponent’s arm to better position himself to form and tighten the triangle. This
photo shows the attacker pulling his opponent’s arm across his body into position. While this is
an important step, it’s also important to not make a “big deal” about it. Doing so will trigger the
opponent’s reaction of pulling away too early and possibly stopping the entire process.USING
THE HANDS TO CINCH IN THE ANCHOR LEG AND CONTROL THE OPPONENT’S HEADIn
some cases, it’s a real advantage for the bottom grappler to use one or both of his hands to grab
his foot, ankle, or leg (or grab his opponent’s head, neck, or other body part) to help control his
opponent’s head in order to manipulate his foot into position behind the knee of his other leg (the
tie-up leg) to form a triangle.Often, by using his hands to grab his ankle, foot, or leg, the attacker
can better manipulate his legs into a stronger triangle. The attacker’s main goal is to form a
triangle with his legs. How he does that is limited by the rules of the sport, but more often it is
only limited by the grappler’s imagination and range of skill.The next four photos show a basic



(yet effective) method of manipulating the foot and leg into place behind the other leg’s knee to
form a firm triangle.Attacker Grabs His Anchor Leg to Use as a Handle to Break the Defender’s
Posture and Pull His Head DownThe top grappler’s head is still somewhat upright even though
the bottom grappler has used his left leg to clear the top man’s right shoulder. To effectively
break the upright posture of the top grappler, the bottom grappler must pull the top man’s head
down. Using his anchor leg (the left leg in this photo) as a lever, the bottom grappler can better
pull his opponent’s head down low enough to form the triangle.The bottom grappler uses his left
leg (with the left lower leg wedged directly behind the top grappler’s neck and head) to pull the
head down. Look at how the bottom grappler uses his right hand to grab his left ankle to assist in
pulling the opponent’s head lower. At this point, the bottom grappler has succeeded in breaking
the top grappler’s posture by pulling his head down low enough to start to form the triangle.By
using his left leg as the anchor to bend his opponent over and drive his head down, the bottom
grappler continues to use his right hand to hold onto his left ankle as he swings his right leg (the
tie-up leg) over his left foot and ankle to start to form the triangle.After making sure that his left
ankle and foot are placed firmly in the back of his knee, the bottom grappler drives his right leg
down to tie in the triangle firmly.TECHNICAL TIP: When the attacker wants to control his
opponent’s head or posture or tighten his triangle, the ideal situation is for him to grab his ankle
or lower leg rather than grab his lower foot or toes. The attacker has more control of his entire leg
when he grabs his ankle (at or above the joint) or lower leg (at the shin) to help place his foot on
the inside of his knee to form the triangle or pull his opponent’s head down. However, sometimes
circumstances may only permit the attacker to grab his lower foot or toes to secure the triangle
and do what is necessary to get the job done. It may not be perfect, but if it gets the job done,
that’s what counts.The attacker has better control of his foot and leg if he grabs his ankle (above
the joint) or lower leg as shown here. The lower leg doesn’t bend, and grabbing low on the leg
allows the attacker to more freely manipulate his leg to control his opponent.Sometimes, the
attacker may have to grab his toes or the top of his foot as shown here. This isn’t an ideal
situation because grabbing anywhere on the foot below the ankle joint will cause the foot to
bend. But then maybe there are some situations where the attacker may want to bend his foot a
specific way so he can place it in the back of his other knee to form the triangle.This photo
shows how the attacker uses his left hand to grab the toes of his right foot to manipulate his right
foot in place behind his left knee and cinch in the triangle. This may not always be the strongest
way of moving a foot in place, but as said before, the situation may dictate doing what is
necessary to get the job done.USING THE TIE-UP LEG TO SECURE, TIGHTEN, AND FORM
THE TRIANGLEThe anchor leg has done its job; it has initially trapped and isolated the
opponent’s head, and as result has also controlled his upper body. Now, the attacker will use his
tie-up leg to literally tie up his opponent and form the triangle.Feeding the Foot into the Knee:
The Attacker Places His Foot inside His Knee to Form the TriangleIMPORTANT: Be precise
when placing the foot in the back of the knee.This photo shows the attacker using his right hand
to grab his right lower leg or ankle (the anchor leg) to place it in the back of his left knee (the tie-



up leg).The attacker places his right ankle and foot on the inside of his left knee joint to start to
form the triangle. It is important that the attacker be careful and precise in placing his right foot or
ankle in his left knee. The attacker has some time (not much) to do this as he is controlling the
position, and he must make sure that the triangle is formed firmly.TECHNICAL TIP: The attacker
must make sure to place his foot or ankle precisely and firmly in the back of his other knee to
securely form the triangle. The attacker must be efficient in his movement and waste no time or
movement. As is often said, “Take your time, but do it in a hurry!” In other words, be precise, be
quick, and get the foot in the back of the knee to get a tight, secure triangle.THE ATTACKER’S
FOOT POSITION IS ESSENTIAL TO A TIGHT TRIANGLEThe following three photos illustrate
the importance of the position of the foot placement of the anchor leg in the back of the knee of
the tie-up leg. The first two photos show the correct way of placing the anchor foot in the back of
the knee and the third photo shows a weaker (and often less effective) way of placing the anchor
foot in the back of the tie-up leg.Attacker’s Toe Is Pointed up with His Ankle Hooked in the Back
of His Knee
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